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Fair access to health benefits
Janet Porter, Chief Steward, OPSEU Local 562
stricted access to dental benefits in childhood can
Part-time faculty have no health benefits during
their employment at Humber. None. Zippo. Nada. create health problems for entire adult life spans.
Partial-load faculty only have health benefits from
the day of their first class to the end of the month
The colleges (under the umbrella group called
in which their last class occurs.
the College Employer Council) are actively
resisting and impeding the organization of
Less than 30 per cent of the college’s faculty are part-time faculty. Clearly, it is not in the employers’ interest to incur more costs but I feel that the
full-timers; the college provides full health
objection is also
benefits to only 30 per
deeply political and
cent of the college’s
ideological. Since the
academic workforce.
Council operates as
the Ontario governYears ago, one
ment’s surrogate with
Sunday morning, I
respect to employment
brunched at a fancy
negotiations, effechotel in New Jersey.
tively it is the Ontario
We were served by a
government’s de facto
waiter in his twenties
policy to have a sigwhose gracious
nificant number of
demeanor was marred
college faculty withby a set of teeth that
out the benefits of unwere in incredibly bad Source: PsYchotic Monkey, Facebook
ion representation and
shape. It felt grossly inappropriate to be benefitwithout full health benefits. The impact of not beting from such privilege in light of the lack of dening unionized is felt every day by our part-time
tal health of this worker. A significant number of
faculty. The impact of the lack of full health benechildren and young people in the U.S. do not have
fits is felt every day by all contract faculty, and
access to medical insurance. The lack of dental
some of the effects are being felt by their children.
health insurance is even more pronounced. Re
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President’s notes
Bob Bolf, President, OPSEU Local 562
Congratulations on completing the winter term
and surviving all the end of term demands
made on faculty (including program
coordinators!).
I always felt it is so sweet that the end of the
winter term coincides with more sunshine,
warmer temperatures and the removal of snow
tires. This is a time to feel a sense of
satisfaction after completing the term and a
sense of looking forward to the upcoming season.
In other respects though, life goes on. Or rather, academic life goes on. We’ve got the
spring term to prepare for and so on.
One of the upcoming activities you may be
interested in is our General Membership
Meeting (GMM) to be held on May 17. At the
meeting, we will be reviewing the state of union (literally) and introducing two important
motions that will be of interest to faculty. We
will be sending out more information about
these motions next week to faculties’ private
email addresses. If you haven’t given us your
private e-mail address and would like to be
kept informed of union activities, please signup
here: http://eepurl.com/cmqPGz. You will see
an invitation to RSVP to the GMM on page 14.
Additionally, I want to remind you that our
collective agreement expires on September 30
of this year. Bargaining will commence
sometime during the summer, but management
typically delays negotiations as much as
possible, so it is likely that not much will
happen by the time we come back at the end of
August.
As more and more demands are made upon
faculty, it is easy to feel overwhelmed and
helpless.

This will be a critical
round of bargaining.
As with most employers, our employer will
be asking for “take
aways”. It will be attempting to further
erode faculty rights and will, no doubt, be making last minute demands to put pressure on the
bargaining team to cede some of the rights we
now enjoy.
We want to keep you informed as bargaining
progresses. In order to do this, I suggest you go
to your faculty union steward and tell him/her
you would like to be kept informed of what
transpires during negotiations.
Second, I encourage you to subscribe to our
mailing list (private secure non-Humber email
address only) to receive timely information on
bargaining. (This is important as we anticipate
Humber may put restrictions on our use of
Outlook in communicating to you during
negotiations.) To subscribe, go to our website
(www.opseu562.org) and scroll down to the
bottom of the main page.
Third, bookmark our website
(www.opseu562.org) and visit it periodically
for updates. You could also follow us on
Twitter (@CAATA_Local562) or Facebook
(OPSEULocal562).

Finally, if you are a full-time or partial-load
faculty, you can formally join our union local
by signing a membership card. Membership is
free and comes with many advantages, including allowing you to have a voice during negotiations, and in the event of a strike, eligibility
for strike benefits such as strike pay. An electronic membership application form is on our
website (www.opseu562.org). 
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Denying contract faculty
health and safety rights?
Des McCarville, Co-Chair, Joint Health and Safety Committee

argument. It stated
that contract faculty
are not here for the
full year—that many
are gone from May
to September. The local countered that many
contract faculty now teach in May and June, and
besides that, most full-time faculty are away
from the end of June to the end of August. For
many courses, when full-time faculty leave in
June, contract faculty teach the remainder of the
The JOHSC deals with a wide range of health course throughout the summer.
and safety issues that can affect employees.
Why the refusal? It could be money. The
Challenges range from identifying tripping
JOHSC is one committee at Humber where
hazards in classrooms, recording and safely
members’ time is paid
storing hazardous
by the employer. But
materials used in labs,
payment for memberas well as addressing
time will hardly put a
physical safety on
dent in the college’s
campus.
$29.6 million operating
surplus. Or could there
If you are a full-time
be another reason for
faculty member,
the college’s refusal?
Humber has no
Does Humber believe
problem encouraging
that acknowledging
and accepting your
contract faculty rights,
involvement on the
with respect to OHSA,
committee. But if you
will open a discussion
are contract faculty, it’s
of other rights that contract faculty are denied?
another story. Humber doesn’t want contract
employees on the committee. Over the last four So far, all the local has got from management is
months, four contract faculty have asked to be silence.
considered for membership on the committee.
What is to be done? The local will CONTINTo date, management has not accepted any of
UE to bring this issue to management for resothem.
lution. But ultimately, the decision is not up to
Reasons? Humber considers contract faculty Humber. OHSA is a provincial law. If we cannot come to agreement on this issue, we will
as temporary workers and so outside of the
employment requirements for the Act. When the have to seek the advice of the Ministry of
local pointed out that Humber contract faculty Labour. 
actually fulfilled the time requirements to be
covered by OHSA, management changed its
The Ontario Occupational Health and Safety
Act (OHSA) mandates that employers such as
Humber College ensure that workers are able to
participate in developing and maintaining a safe
and healthy work environment. In line with this
Act, Humber has set up a Joint Health and Safety Committee (JOHSC), with equal representation from management and members of the college’s two union locals: faculty and support
staff.
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Save some $ this summer
Pearline Lung , 2nd Vice-President, OPSEU Local 562
Planning a staycation this summer? Need some
fun ideas? Want to save some money? Don’t
forget that your OPSEU membership card gives
you discounts to some great attractions around
the GTA.

UP Express tickets, and VIA Rail tickets to its
members. For a Niagara Falls getaway, special
hotel packages are offered to OPSEU members
(prices vary with dates).

Not a fan of these attractions? If you’re an
avid
cell phone user, you may still be able to
How about a day-trip to the Ontario Science
score a good deal. Visit Baka Wireless (Bell
Centre? Explore the cosmos, uncover Earth’s
hidden treasures, or catch an IMAX film for up Mobility) for corporate plan and discounted
to 30 per cent off! With rotating exhibits, there’s phone offers. Smart Cell also offers Humber
employees some great plans and phones
always something new to learn at the Ontario
(available to all Humber employees, not just
Science Centre.
OPSEU members).
Museum lovers can save 20 per cent when
For more information on these discounts, visit
visiting the Royal Ontario Museum. Your
OPSEU’s
website: https://opseu.org/
tickets are valid all day, so you can visit the
dinosaurs in the morning, take a stroll on Bloor information/shop-opseu-enterprises-memberStreet after lunch, and visit ancient civilizations discount-programs.
in the evening.
However you decide to spend your summer,
be safe and have fun!
How about a getaway? OPSEU offers
discounted Park’N Fly parking rates,

Company

Website/Phone

Code/Login

Ontario Science Centre

Call: 416-696-1000

Name: Ontario Public Service
Employees Union
Discount Code: 196323

Royal Ontario Museum

www.rom.on.ca

Promo code: OPSEU

Park’N Fly

parknfly.ca

Discount code: 631705

UP Express

www.upexpress.com (or app)

No code

Via Rail

reservia.viarail.ca

Discount code 710846

Niagara Falls packages

fallsavenueresort.com/ppp

Promo code: OPSEU

Baka Wireless

www.baka.ca

login: ONPSEU_EPP
password: ONPSEU_EPP

Smart Cell

www.smartcell.ca

Promo code: Humber
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Part-time and sessional faculty
organizing drive
Bob Bolf, President, OPSEU Local 562
You may have heard that there is a part-time and paign (no reasons were given) and that to seek
further clarification, faculty were to talk to their
sessional faculty organizing campaign being
managers.
conducted at Humber and all other Ontario colleges.
To quote from management’s memo…
OPSEU is continuing its union certification
“…The presence of union organizers on our
efforts and will be looking for more part-time
campuses or the use of college resources such as
and sessional faculty to sign cards. When a
our email to support the union campaign may be
sufficient number of cards have been signed, the misunderstood as college support for the
Ontario Labour Board will schedule a certifica- organizing activity. This is not the case. The
tion vote.
college does not support or endorse this activity.
It is up to individual employees to make their
Part-time and sessional faculty are not included own decisions concerning whether or not to be
in the collective agreement that covers full-time represented by a union...”
and partial-load faculty. They have no collective
agreement whatsoever. The reason for this is that
This is true. The college does not support the
when our collective agreement was first negotiat- unionization drive for part-time and sessional
ed (in the 1960s), there were few, if any, partfaculty. Establishing terms and conditions of
time and sessional faculty. Since then, the colleg- employment, setting standard hourly rates,
es have taken advantage of this anomaly and
adding health and dental benefits, etc. are all
have migrated more work to part-time and sescosts that management does not want to incur.
sional faculty in order to save costs and have
more power and control over these precariously
As the college suggests, it is up to you to
employed workers. (Please see my other article
decide whether or not you want to be represented
on page 9 in this issue of Newsbreak which exby the faculty union. In order to do this, you need
plains the college’s financial incentive for doing to be aware of the differences between part-time
this).
faculty (6 teaching hours or less a week),
sessional faculty (more than 12 teaching hours a
Last month, the college communicated with
week) and partial-load faculty (7-12 teaching
part-time and sessional faculty clearly stating that hours a week).
the college does not support the organizing camPart-time/Sessional
(not unionized)

Partial-Load (unionized)

pay rate

About 2/3 of
partial-load pay

based on full-time pay rate

health benefits

none

employer paid

job security

none

some language in the collective agreement
giving preference to partial-load faculty

Employment Condition

Organizing drive continued on page 7
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Need a union? Read this story
Pam Johnson, Professor, School of Creative and Performing Arts
‘What do you mean? They just decided not to do
this?’ This was the reaction of several partial–load
faculty in the School for Creative and Performing
Arts (SCAPA) upon hearing that, for years, the administration has not been paying partial-load faculty for statutory holidays.
Statutory holiday pay is very clearly spelled out
in the collective agreement that covers all partialload faculty.

What this story shows is that unfortunately, it is
not the college administration, but the union who is
looking after fair working conditions for faculty
and making sure that the collective agreement is
respected.
Unfortunately, partial-load faculty have only
some of the protections they need but, the union is
about to go into bargaining with management this
summer.

The union’s plan is to fight hard to improve
This oversight was not merely a clerical mistake
but a policy of the administration. The support staff conditions for partial-load faculty. If you are
partial-load faculty, you are eligible to vote on a
were specifically told NOT to include the hours
contract.
faculty would have worked on statutory holidays
when preparing partial-load contracts.
NOTE: Ontario Public Services Employees Union
And, this is not the end of the story. Once this
(OPSEU) is also currently conducting a union orcame to light in the fall of 2016, it then took several ganizing drive for part-time and sessional faculty
months of the union and faculty writing emails for so that ALL faculty are in the union.
the administration to respond and retroactively
Information: www.contractfaculty.ca 
compensate these faculty. It would never have
happened if the union, with help of affected faculty,
had not put pressure on the administration to right
this wrong.

unionized. And yet, Humber College had an operating surplus of $29.6 million last year. So how come
Part-time and sessional faculty have the same cre- it can’t afford to treat part-time and sessional faculdentials as partial-load and full-time faculty. Part- ty equitably?
time and sessional faculty teach the same courses as
If you were a part-time or sessional faculty during
partial-load and full-time faculty, yet get paid less
the
winter 2017 term and would like to sign a card
and have less benefits. Your faculty union sees this
indicating that you want OPSEU to represent you,
as an unfair situation.
please let us know at info@opseu562.org or drop
by the faculty union office in K216 at the North
The college does not support the unionization
campus. 
drive because it is able to save a lot of money by
keeping a significant portion of faculty nonOrganizing drive continued from page 6
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LCBO strike vote 93 per cent
Pearline Lung , 2nd Vice-President, OPSEU Local 562

On April 25, 2017, Liquor Control Board of
Ontario (LCBO) staff voted 93 per cent in
favour of a strike, as the staff’s union continues
to bargain for a new collective agreement.
With such unanimity among the members, the
union hopes the employer will start taking
bargaining more seriously.
Although we, full-time and partial-load
academic faculty, belong to a completely
different sector, our issues are not all that
different. Like us, LCBO staff want a fair and
reasonable agreement and have a number of
issues to negotiate with the employer.
The LCBO is publicly-owned, meaning the
profits earned by LCBO stores go back into
government programs and initiatives. Premier
Kathleen Wynne changed that when she
announced certain alcoholic beverages would
be sold in grocery stores starting in 2016.
Research and history have shown that
privatization of publicly-owned establishments
will end up costing tax-payers more in the long
run (for example, see the Auditor-General’s
2014 report). This trend of privatization is not
new: we saw it happen with the sale of Hydro
One (thanks, Kathleen Wynne), Highway 407,
the privatization of garbage removal in the city
of Toronto, and even here, in the college
sector. Just last year, McDonald’s began its
business training program that allows McDonald’s employees to “teach” students business
curriculum, which is eligible for credit trans-
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fers into post-secondary
business programs.
Another commonality
we have with LCBO is the large number of
precarious workers in our workforce. The
LCBO employs mostly casual (part-time)
workers, similar to our 70/30 (contract/fulltime) ratio. Up until last year, casual workers
were compensated at a lower rate than fulltime workers (sound familiar?). However, a
February 10, 2017 arbitration award granted
equal pay for both full-time and casual retail
workers. This award meant an average of almost 10 per cent pay increase for casual workers, and the creation of 200 new full-time jobs.

Equal pay for equal work sounds reasonable
and fair, but unfortunately, is not practiced in
Ontario colleges. The solidarity and
perseverance of our brothers and sisters at the
LCBO brought improved working conditions
to the workers, and perhaps, an improved new
collective agreement.
As we begin bargaining in a few short
months (and likely continuing into the fall),
solidarity among our members is essential.
Remember that a strike vote does not mean
a strike is coming, but instead, that
members want management to take their
demands seriously. 
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College is not supporting contract
faculty organizing drive
Bob Bolf, President, OPSEU Local 562
As you may be aware, the college has sent out
a memo to all part-time and sessional faculty
informing them that the college does not support OPSEU’s organizing drive for better
working conditions for these faculty. Faculty
receiving this memo are asked to talk to their
manager should they have any questions.

cumulated over $300 million in current assets
(think “cash” and “short term investments”)
from its annual surpluses. Since then, it has
spent about half that amount on new buildings
at the North and Lakeshore campuses.

Let me tell you the reason why the college
does not want better working conditions for
part-time and sessional faculty.

The faculty union has requested and received
from the Ministry of Advanced Education and
Skills Development, a report called the Aggregate CFIS Account Balances. This report is a
detailed description of the costs and revenues
for each of the colleges in the province. This is
publicly available information.

Money!
Humber College made a surplus of $29.6
million last year. “Surplus” is what a government institution uses to denote that it has made
more money than it spent. “Profit” is the term
used by businesses. The role of Humber College is to provide access to post-secondary education. It has been granted a charter by the provincial government to do this and receives
funding from the province to do so.
Humber has a history of making a surplus
every year. In fact as of 2015, Humber had ac-

Faculty
Position

How does this surplus come about?

The college is also obligated to send the Ministry a Staffing Report once a year, showing
how many faculty are employed by the college
during one week in October. This is seen as a
representative indication of faculty employment by the Ministry.
Combining information from these two reports yields some interesting observations. See
the table below.

Number of $ Payroll** $ Benefits** Total Payroll &
Faculty*
(000)
(000)
Benefits (000)

% of Total
Faculty

% of Payroll
& Benefits

Full-time

589

$52,613

$5,949

$58,562

24%

54%

Partial-load

693

$25,975

$4,177

$30,152

28%

38%

Part-time

989

$13,207

$711

$13,918

40%

6%

Sessional

213

$3,881

$207

$4,088

9%

2%

Total

2484

$95,676

$11,044

$106,720

100%

100%

*Source: Staffing Report 2015
**Source: Aggregate CFIS Account Balances 2015-2016

Not support continued on page 10
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Not support continued from page 9
What strikes you about the number of part-time and sessional faculty and their pay? Maybe this will help.

For your faculty union, it is the fact that part-time
and sessional faculty comprise almost half of all
faculty (49 per cent) but account for only 17 per
cent of payroll costs; this shows the inequity with
how this group of faculty are treated. They do the
same teaching work as full-time and partial-load faculty, have the same qualifications, yet they have no
job security, minimal benefits and are paid signifi-

cantly less than unionized faculty. With this volume
of contract teaching, clearly more full-time faculty
should be hired. However, this would mean higher
costs for the college.
If I were a part-time or sessional faculty, I would
talk to the faculty union about signing an organizing
card.

The Icing on the cake
$ Payroll**

$ Benefits**

How Many

(000)

(000)

Total Payroll
& Benefits (000)

All Faculty

2484*

$95,676

$11,045

$106,721

Full-time Administration

342***

$33,032

$3,094

$36,126

Position

*Source: Staffing Report 2015
**Source: Aggregate CFIS Account Balances 2015-2016
***Source: “Administrative Staff By Gender”; College Employer Council; (https://thecouncil.on.ca/articles/129 )

What do you think of this
distribution?
Administration jobs account
for 12 per cent of all faculty and
administration jobs, yet administration jobs account for 25 per
cent of faculty and administrative payroll and benefits.
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Not just victims
John Steckley, Professor (retired), School of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Recently, I took two rides on something called a
scoot across two kilometres of ice and some water on Lake Simcoe. A scoot is a boat with a
very large propeller on the back. The words
most appropriate for my trip are ‘loud’ (the
driver wore headphones, and not to listen to music), ‘bumpy’ (particularly over patches where
ice and water mixed) and ‘scary’ (I don’t think I
have ever held my breath so long). And yet,
school kids of the Chippewas of Georgina Island who have graduated from the island school
take this mode of transportation every weekday.
They have earned my respect. To my way of
thinking, this makes ‘snow days’ on the mainland seem kind of wussy.
The story I want to tell here is of knowledge
about First Nations in Canada. It has taken
many years before even minimal school lesson
recognition of the decades of oppression that
First Nations have endured over the 150 years
in which Canada has been a country (and a lot
more before). Teachers and school boards are
just recently getting around to developing
meaningful curricula about this oppression.
The problem with even this small recognition
is that it is too easy to present Indigenous
people as mostly helpless victims, not as people
who fight back and sometimes win.
In my doctoral dissertation, I wrote about how
Anastasia Shkilnyk’s well-received book, A
Poison Stronger than Love: The Destruction of
an Ojibwa Community (1985), did the people of
Grassy Narrows an injustice in portraying them
as merely victims of the massive dumping of
mercury into the water by Reed Pulp and Paper
in the 1960s and early 1970s. They were
fighting hard then, and still are now, to overcome this situation. They are not just victims.

Mainstream Canadians are just now learning
about residential schools, and how children
were abused in all possible ways and many
died. But the people sometimes successfully
resisted, and that is an important part of the
story as well.

When I was between scoot trips to and from
Georgina Island (I am working with the people
on a book about their incredible history), I
learned how one parent rescued two of his
children from this fate. Those children now are
elders in the community, two people who have
taught me a lot. Indian Affairs had talked their
parents into enrolling them into the Mohawk
Institute in Brantford, the infamous place
known by its student survivors as Mush Hole,
after the watery nutrition-free porridge that they
were forced to eat.
The parents went with the two boys to the
school. They were shown a nice room, and told
that each of their boys would be staying in places like that. They were also informed that the
boys would be receiving nutritious and hearty
meals with plenty of meat. As soon as the parents left, the boys learned that they would be
crammed into crowded dorms and fed ‘mush’.
One of the boys escaped after a few weeks of
this treatment. When their parents found out,
their father - who was chief, had taught school
in another reserve and then on the island, and
was very politically active - let Indian Affairs
know what he felt of the treatment of his boys.
The boys were taken home, and did not have to
return. This family was oppressed, but they
successfully fought against being just victims.
That is a part of the history that needs to be
known and taught. Resistance was not always
futile. They could ride the scoot and not be
afraid. 
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Contingency (strike) fund
Janet Porter, Chief Steward, OPSEU Local 562
At the General Membership Meeting ( GMM)
on May 17, a motion will be put forward related
to the contingency fund. Historical background
about the fund follows.
At the GMM in February 2004, faculty union
members voted to transfer a pre-existing local reserve fund into a Local 562 strike fund.
It appears that the special levy rate of 0.25 per cent
pre-dates February 2004.
May 2004 - amount transferred from the reserve
fund to the 2004 strike fund was transferred into a
contingency fund.
November 2004 - LEC voted to pr esent to the
next GMM a motion establishing a maximum contingency fund of $750,000. The general membership agreed that special levy would temporarily
increase until the contingency fund reached
$500,000.
February 2006 – at the LEC, the LEC voted that,
in the event of a strike, the local will supplement
member strike pay at the same rate as the OPSEU
strike pay policy, that total payments will not exceed the amount in the contingency fund, and that
this decision will be reviewed by the LEC, as appropriate.
March 2006 – college faculty were on strike for
approximately 3 weeks.

May 2006 - contingency fund was depleted after
strike expenses, including $242,000 for matching
strike pay, balance remaining approximately
$40,000.
October 2007 – discussion at GMM - fund forecasted to reach $500,000 in 2009.
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May 2008 – general membership agreed to remove
the cap, continuing to collect the special levy until
cancelled or modified at a future general membership meeting.
December 2009 – fund estimated at around
$650,000.

May 2010, June 2011, May 2012, May 2013 –
contingency fund discussed at four general membership meetings – no motions carried, therefore no
change in collecting special levy.
May 2015 –at the GMM when the fund was approximately $1.7M, the membership voted down a
motion to terminate the special 0.25 per cent dues
levy.
As of August 2016, year-end when the Financial
Statement was prepared, the strike contingency
fund was $2,021,280. It grows each month with the
special levy of 0.25 per cent and when our
investments come due, the interest earned is added
to the contingency fund.
Rationale for a Local Contingency Fund
 In 2008, the province amended the Colleges
Collective Bargaining Act to allow the college
to ask faculty (and support staff) to cross picket
lines. We therefore need a large strike fund to
offset the dilemma for faculty who want to
strike but do not want to lose wages.
 The strike fund should be “healthy”.
 Strike pay is not taxable.
 Use of the strike fund is restricted to supplementing the strike pay of members who participate in active strike duty and who do not cross
picket lines. 
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A healthy dose of learning
Name withheld by request
I’ve been a full-time faculty member for eleven
years and part-time teacher for half a decade preceding that. During my tenure, I’ve suffered from
Diabetic Related Kidney Disease. Major ailments
such as pneumonia or influenza can trip a complete
shutdown of renal function. Obviously, I’m scrupulous about receiving inoculations and regularly use
sanitizer and frequent hand washing to reduce danger. Still, I recently caught a virulent respiratory
infection at school. After prolonged antibiotic treatment and bed rest, I’m back on my feet and currently undergoing a series of blood tests to see how
much damage may have occurred to my already
frail systems.
I work in relatively close contact with approximately a hundred people in a performance program
that involves some physical contact and use of communal microphones, etc. After my recent ailment, I
dread getting sick again at my workplace. So many
people from so many places with so many external
contacts; yesterday, I walked through the hallway
and someone inadvertently coughed right in my
face. Particularly after the outbreak of Norovirus at
North Campus, we need to do more than clean-up
the place and install the occasional hand sanitizer
units on the occasional wall.

Surely I’m not the only individual who fears the
multitude of germs floating around a place like
Humber. Students, staff and faculty would be better
served by a more complete regime of disinfection
and proper hygiene.
On a recent holiday cruise, I noted that nobody
was allowed in the dining areas without treating
their hands at a sanitizing station at the entranceway. Humber should have a similar program advising (in a stark, obvious directive) all persons to sanitize their hands using the units at the entrances to
the building. A college representative should visit
every classroom to instruct students to cough/
sneeze into their sleeves, wash their hands competently, etc. Each student should also be issued a
hand sanitizer at the start of each semester. This
would be a much better use of funds, as opposed to
what many see as frivolous expenditures in other
areas.
Permanent debilitation and hundreds of sick days
for both students and teachers could be minimized
by taking the same steps that are currently used on
family cruise ships where, like Humber, several
thousand individuals must be protected. 

Join the Local Executive Committee!
Would you like to work with a great team of faculty? Want to support your colleagues and be someone they can turn to?



You can help strengthen our union – together
we are stronger.

How do you become a steward?
Come join our union’s Local Executive Commit-  If you have questions about the role, contact
tee (LEC) as a steward
one of our current stewards or officers to have a
chat about the benefits and rewards of being a
 You can help ensure that the needs and concerns of faculty in your program area are represteward.
sented by your LEC to Humber management.
 Let your colleagues know that you are interest You can help to improve working conditions in
ed in becoming a steward and ask one of them
your school.
to nominate you as a steward.
 You can support and represent your colleagues
Fill out the nomination form on the next page
in workplace issues.
and bring it to room K216 or call ext. 4007.
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Humber College Faculty Union
OPSEU Local 562
General Membership Meeting & Lunch
Wednesday, May 17, 2017
11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Seventh Semester, North Campus

RSVP by Friday May 12
Michelle@opseu562.org
416.675.6622 x4007

Steward nomination form

I, ____________________________, nominate ________________________
to serve as steward in ___________________________________(school/area) ,
for the term of June 1, 2017 to May 31, 2018

Signature of Nominator: _________________________________________
I, ________________________________________, accept the nomination.

Signature of Nominee: _________________________________________
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